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1. Introduction

An analog circuit has great requirements of constraints on circuit and layout optimization for the purpose of functionality. Various constraint generation methods were provided, but there are too many limitations even the circuit topology has a bit variance due to no knowledge of the circuit functionality. To get the requirements exactly, you must know the circuit functionality exactly before, so analog circuit functionality analysis is very important for analog circuit design, especially for automatic analog/mixed signal design, but until now there is few method research report for automatic analog circuit functionality analysis except for the digital system design. The conventional way is that most of the work is done from an analog structural feature highlighted circuit schematic by the engineer manually, that is to say a good circuit schematic is the precondition for manual analysis on circuit functionality, which brings another issue about analog circuit schematic generation for analog / mixed signal design automation.

It should be appreciated that the circuit schematic generation has been in use for years with digital designs, functional clustering based analog circuit schematic generation was reported in [37, 39-43], which is rule-based and only feasible for some simple functional blocks due to the limitation of the description of rules. In the commercial tools from Cadence, Synopsys, and Magma, they use the methods from digital [8] for analog as instead, user cannot get the analog structural features insight, so it is hard to get the constraints for circuit and layout optimization from the schematic, although some previous works have been done [9][44].

In the long term, analog schematic generation is also necessary for future analog synthesis and analog design migration. The complete analog design automation flow is a far-away perfect expectation, as the part of such synthesis flow, analog behavioral synthesis will transform the behavioral description into circuit netlist, and the circuit netlist will be transformed into analog schematic, also such analog-aware schematic synthesis is the technical base to schematic optimization / retuning for analog design technology migration.

To overcome such issues, we studied a structural feature-based analog circuit analysis and partition technique, generated the constraints for schematic generation, circuit optimization and layout optimization after circuit analysis; based on that, we proposed an algorithm to generate analog aware circuit schematic [12] from the partitioning results with analog functionality and structural features highlighted, the constraints for circuit and layout optimization are identified on that schematic, and also analog functionality and structural feature can be got insight intuitively, which is helpful to circuit designers and layout engineers for circuit optimization and layout optimization.
This chapter describes the implementation of such analog-aware circuit schematic synthesis, and is organized as: section 1 gives the technical background necessitates for analog-aware circuit schematic synthesis; section 2 will present the analog-aware schematic synthesis flow; section 3 will detail structure features of analog functional circuits and descriptions, which includes low level analog structure features, high level analog structure features, structure feature library composition, structure feature associated attributes, and structure feature recognition; section 4 will describe analog circuit functionality analysis and partitioning, which includes input information, pre-processing, tracing direct current paths, tracing signal paths, encoding for blocks, checking isomorphism and quasi-isomorphism, and partitioning into hierarchy; section 5 will describe the constraint generation, which includes constraints for schematic generation and optimization, constraints for circuit design and optimization, and constraints for layout design and optimization; section 6 will describe analog schematic generation, which includes the symbol generation based on functionality, symbol placement, wiring, and constraint identification; section 7 will describe analog-aware schematic synthesis with companion circuits, which includes common feature extraction, functionality analysis and partitioning, constraint extraction with companion circuits, and analog schematic generation with companion circuits; and finally we will show some experimental results of such analog-aware circuit schematic synthesis technology.

2. Analog circuit schematic synthesis flow

As shown in Fig. 1(a), the traditional analog circuit schematic synthesis consists of 1) netlist-in; 2) data-in for mapping between devices and symbols; 3) cell symbol generation; 4) symbol placement for devices, cell instances, and ports; 5) wire routing; and 6) schematic-out. In comparison, the new analog circuit schematic synthesis flow consists of 1) netlist-in; 2) data-in for mapping between devices and symbols; 3) template-in for functionality analysis; 4) functionality analysis and partitioning for new hierarchy; 5) port analysis; 6) constraint generation; 7) analog-aware symbol generation; 8) analog-aware symbol placement; 9) analog-aware wire routing; 10) analog-aware constraint identification; and 11) schematic-out as shown in Fig. 1(b).

In the two schematic synthesis flows, as the common parts, circuit netlist-in can be spice-compatible netlist or netlist-in-database consisting of devices and connections; data-in for mapping between devices and symbols will set up one-to-one relation between devices and symbols for correct device symbol use; and schematic-out pushes the schematic data into the EDA platform database, such as DFII or OA, so that the schematic viewer/editor can display the schematic directly.

The differences between the traditional flow and the new flow are in red color. The first difference between them is the introducing of the templates-in. The templates-in includes circuit templates, symbol templates, and constraint templates. A circuit template has a couple of associated symbol templates and constraint templates. A circuit template has a couple of associated symbol templates and constraint templates. Circuit templates are used for functionality analysis and partitioning with bottom unit circuit description and complex high level block composition description. The template for unit circuit must describe the device composition and connections of the unit circuit with transistor level in detail and stamp the functionality correctly; while the template for complex high level circuit must describe composition of sub-functionalities and connections among functional blocks, and also the functionality of the complex circuit must be stamped.
with functionality name correctly. All the functionality names are used for functionality analysis of complex high level circuit based on the specified name conventions.

Fig. 1. Comparison of traditional analog circuit schematic synthesis flow (a) and novel analog circuit schematic synthesis flow (b)

Symbol templates are for symbol generation based on the functionality, designers can get functionality from the shapes of symbols, due to the symbol shape reflecting the functionality intuitively.

Constraint templates are for generating sizing, floorplanning, and layout constraints, which will speed up analog schematic synthesis, circuit sizing, floor-planning, and layout synthesis by reducing the possible exploration space and making the solution candidates more reasonable and acceptable [10]. The template for constraint generation can be built by designers manually or from good designs by automatic extraction tools.
The second difference between the flows is the introducing of analog circuit functionality analysis and partitioning for new hierarchy, which is the most solid base of the new flow and will be a bit detailed in next section.

The third difference between the flows is the introducing of port analysis. In traditional schematic synthesis flow, due to lacking of port analysis, all of the ports for each cell are treated as inputs/outputs no matter what they are in purpose exactly, so the synthesized schematic looks confused from the ports. Correct identification of port attribute is very important in schematic, so the port attribute should be captured before, but it is impossible to specify the port attributes manually for all the cells in a design especially when the design is in large scale, designers can only input some for several of them. Hence, it is necessary to use an automatic program to solve such issue. We introduce the port analysis for it, it determines the port types for each sub-cell automatically based on the combination of functionality partitioning, circuit template, signal flow analysis, dummy connection, ESD connection, substrate connection, name convention, and so on. The port analysis result will be used for pin placement on cell symbol generation and port terminal symbol selection and placement on analog-aware symbol placement step.

The fourth difference between the flows is the introducing of constraint generation for schematic synthesis, circuit sizing, floor-planning, and layout optimization, which is based on the combination of functionality partitioning, constraint templates, signal flow analysis, port analysis, dummy connection, ESD connection, MOSCAP connection, and so on. The constraints include symmetry requirements in a DC path, device matching requirements among DC paths, symmetry requirements between DC paths, dummy devices, protection devices and the associated protected devices, MOSCAP devices, critical signal nets, net current, and net wiring width, etc.

After analog-aware symbol placement and wire routing steps, as the fifth difference, analog constraint identification on the schematic is necessary to make circuit designers and layout engineers have a good insight on the design for circuit optimization, physical floor-planning, and layout optimization. The identifications include symmetry requirements in a DC path, device matching requirements among DC paths, symmetry requirements between DC paths, dummy devices, protection devices and the associated protected devices, MOSCAP devices, critical signal nets, net current and net wiring width, and so on. All the identification contents are results from the steps of functionality analysis and partitioning, port analysis, and constraint generation.

In summary, the great differences between traditional flow and novel flow are the introducing of template-in for functionality analysis, functionality analysis and partitioning for new hierarchy, port analysis, and constraint generation by the novel flow, which makes it possible for analog-aware symbol generation for cells, symbol placement, wire routing, and constraint identification on schematic based on the functionality, port types, and other constraints, so the innovation of the flow is the functionality analysis and partitioning technique, port analysis, automatic constraint generation, and constraint-driven analog-aware schematic generation.

3. Structure features of analog functional circuits and descriptions

Structure features of analog functional circuits are the intuitive bases for setting up the circuit templates directly and setting other associated constraint templates. The structure feature of analog functional circuits includes low level analog structures and high level analog
structures; the first focuses on the composition of devices and their connections, and the later focuses on the composition of basic or complex function blocks and their connections.

3.1 Low level analog structure features

3.1.1 Structure features for basic amplifier circuits

Fig. 2. Structure features for CE amplifier

Fig. 3. Structure features for CC amplifier

Fig. 4. Structure features for CS amplifier
Fig. 5. Structure features for CS amplifier
Fig. 6. Structure features for differential amplifiers
3.1.2 Structure features for amplifier output circuits

Fig. 7. Structure features for OTL circuit

Fig. 8. Structure features for OCL circuit

Fig. 9. Structure features for BTL circuits
3.1.3 Structure features for current source circuits

Fig. 10. Structure features for current mirror / current source circuits
Fig. 11. Structure features for stack cascade current source circuits
Fig. 12. Structure features for cascode current source with wide output swing circuits

3.1.4 Structure features for oscillators

Fig. 13. Structure features for ring oscillators
Fig. 14. Structure features for cascade oscillators
3.1.5 Structure features for charge pump

Fig. 15. Structure features for charge pump circuits

3.1.6 Structure features for band-gap circuits
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3.2 High level analog structure features\cite{1-3}

3.2.1 Structure features for OPA and OPA-based circuits

![Diagram of band gap circuits](image)

Fig. 16. Structure features for band gap circuits

![Diagram of OPA circuits](image)

Fig. 17. Structure features for OPA circuits
Fig. 18. Structure features for INV-Ratio circuit

Fig. 19. Structure features for PASS-Ratio circuit

Fig. 20. Structure features for sum circuit
Fig. 21. Structure features for differentiator circuit

Fig. 22. Structure features for integrator circuit

Fig. 23. Structure features for logarithm circuit
3.2.2 Structure features for active filtering circuits

Fig. 24. Structure features for exponential circuit

Fig. 25. Structure features for Low-pass (1\textsuperscript{st}-order) filter circuit

Fig. 26. Structure features for Low-pass (2\textsuperscript{nd} order) filter circuit
Fig. 27. Structure features for high-pass filter circuit

Fig. 28. Structure features for band-pass filter circuit

Fig. 29. Structure features for Band-resistive filter circuit
3.2.3 Structure features for signal transformation circuits

Fig. 30. Structure features for voltage / current transformation circuit

Fig. 31. Structure features for AC/DC transformation circuit

Fig. 32. Structure features for Voltage / frequency transformation circuit
3.2.4 Structure features for PLL

Fig. 33. Structure features for PLL circuits
3.2.5 Structure features for A/D Converters

Fig. 34. Structure features for D-FF as PD

Fig. 35. Structure features for PFD circuit

Fig. 36. Structure features for integrating ADC
Fig. 37. Structure features for successive approximation ADC

Fig. 38. Structure features for charge-redistribution SA-approximation ADC

Fig. 39. Structure features for flash ADC
3.2.6 Structure features for DAC

Fig. 40. Structure features for Σ-Δ ADC

Fig. 41. Structure features for R/2nR DAC

Fig. 42. Structure features for R/2R DAC
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Fig. 43. Structure features for voltage scaling DAC

Fig. 44. Structure features for voltage and charge scaling DAC

Fig. 45. Structure features for charge scaling DAC
3.3 Structure feature library composition
The structure feature library mainly contains structure feature description enclosed with a cell in SPICE netlist format, the cell name consists of keyword as prefix, the separator character “-”, and a normal string for making cell name be unique, where the keyword represents the functionality of the analog structure.
For the bottom level analog structure feature description, device level netlist is used to describe the devices and their interconnections; and for the high level analog structure feature description, the block level netlist is used to describe the member block instantiations and their interconnections, the member block instantiation comes from a low level block of specific functionality, i.e., the template cell name quoted in the member block instantiation must be a keyword representing functionality rather than a specific cell name, which means that the instantiation represents the instantiation of functionality rather than the instantiation of a specific structure, which makes high level structure feature description independent from the specific detail low level or bottom level analog structure.

3.4 Structure feature associated attributes
Structure feature associated attributes include the constraints for schematic synthesis, sizing, floorplanning, layout, symbol shape, pin-out attributes, and others.

3.4.1 Schematic constraint knowledge
Constraints for schematic generation and optimization should include the constraints within a direct current path, the constraints between direct current paths, the constraints between blocks, and terminal placement constraints.
The constraints within a direct current path include the device list of direct current path, the top to down device sequence from power to ground based on power reaching level, and the device symmetry between direct current path branches.
The constraints between direct current paths include the device symmetry among the direct current paths, the parallel direct current paths of same signal reaching level, and the left to right direct current path sequence from input to output based on signal reaching level for direct current paths.
The constraints between blocks include the symmetry between the blocks, the left to right sequence from input to output based on signal reaching level for blocks, the ring sequence of the blocks based on signal path ring, and the parallel blocks based on signal reaching level.
The terminal placement constraints include the side constraint, the top to down sequence for left side and right side terminals, and the left to right sequence for top side and bottom side terminals.

3.4.2 Sizing constraint knowledge
Constraints for circuit design and optimization \[11\][12][22] can merge the optimization parameters, reduce the exploration space, and speed up the optimization for sizing procedure, so it is very important to generate such constraints no matter how the sizing step is implemented in hand or in automation.
Structure constraints for transistor pairs can be set up for differential pairs, level shifter, complementary pairs, current mirrors, matched direct current path, and matched blocks in future, so the first step for structural constraint generation is to execute the low level structure feature base matching exploration and high level structure feature based matching.
exploration, which is described before, then set up such structure constraints for those device pairs with the following considerations. For good mismatch properties and an area efficient layout, the channel lengths and the finger channel widths of the two transistors must be the same respectively. The ratio of the two transistor finger numbers must be equal to the ratio of the currents, although the ratio is 1 for differential pairs and current mirrors, and 1 or other integer values for others.

\[ L_{M1} = L_{M2}, \quad FW_{M1} = FW_{M2}, \quad \text{and} \quad I_1 / I_2 = FM_{M1} / FM_{M2} \]

The smaller the area of a transistor, the higher is its mismatch sensitivity. Therefore the transistor channel width and length must not fall below a minimum value \( W_{\text{min}} \) and \( L_{\text{min}} \) for differential pairs, level shifter, complementary pairs, current mirrors, and current sources:

\[ FW_i \cdot FM_i \geq W_{\text{min}} \quad \text{and} \quad L_i \geq L_{\text{min}}, \quad i \in \{ M1, M2, \ldots \} \]

Both transistors operate as voltage-controlled current sources (vccs) and thus they must be in saturation for current mirrors and current sources:

\[ 0 < V_{DSi} < V_{GSi} - V_T, \quad i \in \{ M1, M2, \ldots \} \]

For a low VT-mismatch sensitivity, the effective gate voltage must not fall below a minimum value \( V_{\text{Gmin}} \) for current mirrors and current sources:

\[ 0 < V_{\text{Gmin}} < V_{\text{GSi}} - V_T, \quad i \in \{ M1, M2, \ldots \} \]

For a low \( \lambda \) sensitivity the difference of the drain source voltages must not exceed a maximum value \( V_{\text{DSmax}} \) for current mirrors and current sources:

\[ |V_{DSM1} - V_{DSM2}| < V_{\text{DSmax}} \]

### 3.4.3 Layout constraint knowledge

Constraints for layout design and optimization include the symmetry constraints for devices, direct current path branches, direct current paths, blocks and upper level circuits, the matching constraints for group of devices, the neighboring constraints, the protection constraints, the signal path and sequence constraints for direct current paths, and the direct current path and power reaching sequence constraints for group of devices. The symmetry constraints can be used for minimizing the mismatch by mirroring placement of devices, direct current path branches, direct current paths, blocks, or upper level circuits, and mirroring the wiring of interconnections to reduce the mismatch on devices and the mismatch on wires, in further to reduce mismatch on direct current path branches, direct current paths, blocks and upper level circuits during layout design and optimization, and such constraints can be gotten with encoding based symmetry direction.

The matching constraints can be used for minimizing the mismatch on devices, direct current path branches, direct current paths, and upper level circuits by optimal placement of matching mode and dummy insertion to reduce the mismatch due to parasitic and process variations, such constraints can be gotten from structural feature based recognition for devices, encoding based match recognition for direct path branches, direct current paths, blocks, and upper level circuits.

The neighboring constraints can be used for minimizing the interconnection parasitic, interconnection interference, and interference among neighboring devices, which includes closing-necessary, neighboring-forbidden, and less than / far away from a specified distance.
The protection constraints can be used for preventing the critical devices or critical device groups interfered electrically by others, such constraints can be gotten from the previous signal path tracing and matching device exploration method.

The signal path and sequence constraints for direct current paths can be used for minimizing the interconnection parasitic on signal path to ensure the circuit frequency performance while layout design and optimization, and such constraints can be gotten from the signal path tracing method.

The direct current path and power reaching sequence constraints for group of devices can be used for minimizing the interconnection parasitic on direct current path so as to reduce the dc operation point variation due to parasitic on such path and ensure the DC performance while layout design and optimization, and such constraints can be gotten from the direct current path tracing method.

3.4.4 Constraint knowledge extraction based on good example circuits

Structure feature associated constraints are obvious in part, such as matching between differential pair devices and matching among current mirror / current source devices, but most of them are not so clear, so they need to be setup by hand based on the designer’s professional experiences, it is very effective, but low efficiency due to handwork. There also exists another way to setup part of those constraints with the leverage of some good example circuits, which have embedded more professional design experiences.

Constraint knowledge extraction based on good example circuits mainly includes 1) analog structure feature analysis, 2) locating for analog structure feature devices / blocks, and 3) constraint capture for analog structure features from good schematic and layout data using geometry calculation, such as one level symmetry and multi-level symmetry, matching and matching mode, neighboring, protection, and so on.

3.5 Structure feature recognition

Recognition of low level analog structure feature is mainly graph-isomorphism of devices and connections, and recognition of high level analog structure is mainly graph-isomorphism of function blocks and interconnections with the ignorance of detail bottom devices and interconnections among them, it is to say that two high level blocks may have same functions if they have same composition of basic or high level functional blocks and interconnections although their corresponding low level functional blocks of the identical functionality may have different composition of devices and interconnection.

3.5.1 Recognition for low level analog structure features

Recognition for low level analog structure features is a direct searching procedure for complete matching on detail devices and connections among them between the source analog structure and the analog structure feature template with a bit tricky for speeding up. As shown in Fig. 46, the main steps include graph setting-up, encoding for source analog structure, finding matched low level analog structure templates from template map using source structure coding value, and getting the functionality coding value for up level structure feature recognition and the associated attributes. The template map is setup from the analog structure feature template library.
Fig. 46. Procedure for low level analog structure feature recognition

Fig. 47. Procedure for high level analog structure feature recognition
3.5.2 Recognition for high level analog structure features

Recognition for high level analog structure features is an iterative abstracting and searching procedure for complete matching on functional blocks and connections among them but with the ignorance of their bottom detail devices and connections between the source analog structure and analog structure feature template with a bit tricky for speeding up. As shown in Fig. 47, the main steps include 1) recognition for low level analog structure features, 2) abstracting, i.e., replacing low level analog structure with virtual functional block with ignorance of detail composition, 3) encoding for the abstract circuits, and 4) finding the upper level matching templates with encoding value comparison, repeat step 2) to step 4) until no any upper level matching templates are found.

4. Analog circuit functionality analysis and partitioning

The proposed analog circuit functionality analysis and partitioning flow is shown as in Fig. 47. The input information includes the necessary information, such as circuit netlist and structural feature template libraries, and optional information: model type information and port information. The analysis and partitioning flow includes pre-processing netlist, tracing DC paths, tracing signal paths, encoding for DC paths and above block, checking isomorphism, and partitioning & re-constructing design in new hierarchy.

![Functionality analysis and partitioning flow](https://www.intechopen.com)

Analog functionality analysis is one of the bases for analog-aware circuit schematic synthesis; it is very different with traditional symbol analysis, it analyzes circuit functionality based on the functionality-known detail bottom level unit circuit templates, and the functionality-known complex high level circuit template with functionality.
abstraction but without detail circuit descriptions for bottom unit circuits, which means that analog functionality analysis is an accurate pattern matching for low level unit circuits, and fuzzy pattern matching for high level circuits because the bottom devices and connections are ignored as possible and the bottom level unit circuits are represented by functionality and port connection only. The pattern matching is supported by encoding of graphic of devices, functional blocks, and connections among them and encoding value matching. After functionality analysis, the analog design needs to be reconstructed with a new hierarchy based on functionality so as to use symbol templates to generate symbols and use the constraint templates to produce the accurate sizing, floor-planning, and layout constraints of the current analog circuit for future use. Also performance spec can be allocated into new hierarchy for future parallel on circuit optimization.

4.1 Input information
The input information for analog schematic synthesis includes the circuit netlist in spice netlist format, the data-in for mapping between devices & symbols, and the templates for analog structure features and associated templates as necessary inputs, and the partial port attributions or port name conventions as optional inputs.

4.2 Pre-processing
To make analog schematic synthesis more effectively, the pre-processing is necessary before core analog schematic synthesis procedure. The pre-processing includes identifying the aided devices, such as dummy devices and electronic static discharge (ESD) devices, removing them for analog structure feature analysis, port attribution passing, and internal power supply recognition.
The port attribution passing includes the top to down passing and the bottom up to top passing, which should be executed iteratively until all the port attributions are set for each cell especially when internal voltage regulation circuits are used for whole or part of the circuit, because the port attribution may be passed from one cell A to another cell B of same hierarchy level, for an example, cell A is a voltage regulator providing power supply to cell B. Port attribution passing can set up the port attribution of each terminal for each cell, which can reduce the complexity of analog functionality analysis and other derived analysis, because the port attribution, such as power terminals, ground terminals, signal input terminals, and signal output terminals, can be used to limit the start points and the end points for current flow spreading and signal flow spreading, and the port attribution, such as power terminals and ground terminals can be used reduce the complexity of circuit-based graph especially.
To make port attribution passed smoothly, the internal power supply recognition is a necessary to make the internal power supply be regarded as power terminals of other internal circuits when the internal voltage regulation circuits are used so as to ease the analysis of other internal circuits. The internal power supply recognition should include band-gap structure feature recognition, band gap reference circuit identification by finding the OPA associated with the band-gap feature, and determination of output terminal(s) of the band gap reference circuits.

4.3 Tracing direct current paths
In the method operation of tracing the direct current paths, tracing can be spread along the direct currently flow direction, as shown in Fig. 49, or along the inverse of direction, which
is determined according to the presented terminal types, such as the positive power supply terminals, the ground terminals, the negative power supply terminals, the current mode input terminals, and the current mode output terminals. The detail tracing can be done as the following descriptions.

As the first operation method, the direct current path tracing can start from the positive power supply terminals or current mode input terminals; spread along the drain to source or source to drain for MOSFET and JFET, the collector to emitter for NPN BJT devices, the emitter to collector for PNP BJT, the positive terminal to negative terminal for diode, and one terminal to another terminal for some resistors and inductors, as shown in Fig. 50 and stop while reaching the ground terminals, negative power supply terminals, current output mode input terminals, or current mode output terminals. From such traversing, it gets the list of devices of a direct current path, calculates the minimum distance to the positive power supply terminals or current mode input terminals for each device, then sorts the device based on the distance values from min to max to get the device sequence of the current path.

As the second operation method, the direct current path tracing can start from the ground terminals, spread as above description, as shown in Fig. 51, and stop while reaching the negative power supply terminals. From such traversing, it gets the list of devices of a direct current path, calculate the minimum distance to the ground terminal for each device, then sort the device based on the distance values from min to max to get the device sequence of the current path.

As the third operation method, the direct current path tracing can start from the ground terminals, spread as the inverse of current flow direction, as shown in Fig. 52, and stop while reaching the current mode input terminals or the current mode output terminals. From such traversing, it gets the list of devices of a direct current path, calculate the minimum distance to the ground terminal for each device, then sort the device based on the distance values from max to min to get the device sequence of the current path.

Fig. 49. Direction of current flow through devices

As the first operation method, the direct current path tracing can start from the positive power supply terminals or current mode input terminals; spread along the drain to source or source to drain for MOSFET and JFET, the collector to emitter for NPN BJT devices, the emitter to collector for PNP BJT, the positive terminal to negative terminal for diode, and one terminal to another terminal for some resistors and inductors, as shown in Fig. 50 and stop while reaching the ground terminals, negative power supply terminals, current output mode input terminals, or current mode output terminals. From such traversing, it gets the list of devices of a direct current path, calculates the minimum distance to the positive power supply terminals or current mode input terminals for each device, then sorts the device based on the distance values from min to max to get the device sequence of the current path.

As the second operation method, the direct current path tracing can start from the ground terminals, spread as above description, as shown in Fig. 51, and stop while reaching the negative power supply terminals. From such traversing, it gets the list of devices of a direct current path, calculate the minimum distance to the ground terminal for each device, then sort the device based on the distance values from min to max to get the device sequence of the current path.

As the third operation method, the direct current path tracing can start from the ground terminals, spread as the inverse of current flow direction, as shown in Fig. 52, and stop while reaching the current mode input terminals or the current mode output terminals. From such traversing, it gets the list of devices of a direct current path, calculate the minimum distance to the ground terminal for each device, then sort the device based on the distance values from max to min to get the device sequence of the current path.
Fig. 50. Find the direct current path from the positive power supply terminal to the negative power supply terminal, the ground terminal, the current mode input terminal, and or the current mode output terminal, and from the current mode input terminal to the negative power supply terminal or the ground terminal with normal direct current direction

Fig. 51. Find direct current path from the ground terminal to the negative power supply terminal with the normal direct current direction
Fig. 52. Find the direct current path from the ground terminal to the current mode input terminal and from the ground terminal to current mode output terminal with reverse of direct current direction.

As the fourth operation method, the direct current path tracing can start from the negative power supply terminals, spread as the inverse of current direction, as shown in Fig. 53, and stop while reaching the ground terminals or current mode output terminals. From such traversing, it gets the list of devices of a direct current path, calculate the minimum distance to the negative power supply terminal for each device, then sort the device based on the distance values from max to min to get the device sequence of the current path.

For a typical circuit, any one of the above operation method cannot dig out all the direct current paths, so in practice, the combination of them is used, although there are some overlaps among the above four operation methods. To filter out the overlapping direct current path result, a map for identifying the handled devices is used so as to avoid unnecessary repeat operations.
As an addition, grouping devices of the current source are not in the same direct current path, but they are searched out, such as the companion devices from different direct current paths of current sources circuit; also the other devices from different current paths but with same power reaching levels or same ground reaching levels are searched out, so that such devices can be placed on one horizontal line for easy wiring in schematic view.

4.4 Tracing signal paths

In the method operation of tracing the signal paths [14], tracing starts from the input signal terminals, and spreads along gate to drain/source or drain/source to source/drain for MOSFET and JFET, base to collector/emitter or collector/emitter to emitter/collector for BJT, the positive terminal to negative terminal for diode, and one terminal to another terminal for some resistors/capacitors/inductors, as shown in Fig. 54 other than feedback or bypassing filtering devices. The signal spreading is terminated while reaching power supply terminals, ground terminals, or output terminals.

During signal path tracing, the signal input terminal node is put into the signal node list, handle the devices connected to the signal node, spread the signal based on the above signal flow direction rules so as to find next possible signal nodes to which these devices are connected to, put the new signal nodes into the signal node list, and traverse the signal node list until all the signal nodes are handled. To speed up tracing signal path, a device map and a node map should be used for a circuit. A flag is marked for a device in the device map while a signal spreading is handled on that device in case of repeating signal spreading on the same device in the future. Also, a flag is marked for a node in the node map while a signal spreading is handled on that node in case of repeating signal spreading on the same node in the future.

The distance between an input signal port and a device is defined as the signal reaching level of that device under that signal; the signal reaching level of a device may consist of signal reaching minimum level and signal reaching maximum level, which reflects different signal flow paths to that devices.

Fig. 54. Direction of signal flow through devices
Also, signal reaching level for a direct current path consists of the signal reaching minimum level and the signal reaching maximum level, they can be gotten from the minimum of signal reaching minimum levels and maximum of signal reaching maximum levels of all devices in such direct current path respectively.

In further, signal reaching level for a block consists of the signal reaching minimum level and the signal reaching maximum level, they can be gotten from the minimum of signal reaching minimum levels and the maximum of signal reaching maximum levels of all the direct current paths in such block respectively.

4.5 Encoding for blocks

Encoding from bottom level to up level, the bottom level is for direct current (DC) path only, and the up level is the combination of direct current paths and more.

To encode for a direct current path, try to find the matched DC path structural feature from the template libraries with ignorance of some auxiliary devices including the dummy devices, protection devices, MOSCAP devices, power-down devices, and biasing devices, assign the functionality name and functionality identification number to that DC path so that it is encoded with such identification number in a bit fuzzy logic.

To encode for a cell/block, each DC path is considered as a virtual block of a specific functionality, each sub-cell/block in the current cell domain is also considered as a black box of a specific functionality, so the encoding step is to try to find the matched template of same functional blocks and same signal connectivity among blocks, which can be handled as pattern matching issue on quasi one-dimension, the functionality name and functionality identification number is assigned to the current cell.

4.6 Checking isomorphism and quasi-isomorphism

In contrast to traditional sub-graph isomorphism algorithm [46-48], the checking issue is a quasi one-dimension graph due to the simplification from each DC path or clusters of DC paths to a functionality vertex, and also some unimportant connectivity is ignored, so it is a bit fuzzy logic. The computing complexity is closing to \(O(n)\) due to the one dimension approximation and sequenced, so the encoding and code value comparison can be used efficiently for isomorphism checking.

4.7 Partitioning into hierarchy

The source circuit is abstracted in several hierarchy levels after the recognition of low level analog structure features and the recognition of high level analog structure features, and each block of any level in the abstract tree represents has a specific functionality. Reconstruct the circuit netlist based on such functionality recognition abstract tree, which includes the following main steps: 1) Determine the out connections of a block to build the port terminal information for that functional block 2) build the netlist for the functional block based on direct sub-blocks and their interconnection with sub-block handled as an instantiation of the corresponding sub-cell, and 3) build the netlist for the bottom level block: based on the detail devices and their interconnections. After that, such circuit partitioning can make the new hierarchical circuit more intuitive for designer to understand it and get more advantages on later circuit sizing, floorplanning and layout automation.
5. Constraint generation

Constraint generation is a very important step in analog schematic synthesis procedure [10]. After analog structure feature recognition, the analog structure feature associated constraint templates can be used to generate the constraints for schematic synthesis, circuit synthesis, and layout synthesis if the associated constraint template exists. The key is to find the device-to-device mapping relation and block-to-block mapping relation so as to replace the virtual device name or virtual block name with practical device name or practical block name of source circuits, it is very easy, herein we do not discuss about it. Here we focus on the case without constraint templates, as a complementary, the constraints can be generated with leverage of part of the analog structure feature recognition result and further analysis results.

5.1 Constraint generation for schematic generation and optimization

Constraints for schematic generation and optimization should include the constraints within direct current path, the constraints between direct current paths, the constraints between blocks, and the terminal placement constraints.

The constraints within a direct current path include the device list of direct current path, the top to down device sequence from power to ground based on power reaching level, and the device symmetry between direct current path branches. The first three constraints can be gotten as the result of tracing the direct current paths, and the constraint of device symmetry between direct current path branches can be checked out with the devices of the same power reaching level as a symmetry pair.

The constraints between direct current paths include the device symmetry among the direct current paths, the parallel direct current paths of same signal reaching level, and the left to right direct current path sequence from input to output based on signal reaching level for direct current paths. The first constraint can be checked out using sub-graph isomorphism method, the head line of the method can be overviewed as: 1) setup graph for each direct current path; 2) encode for each graph; 3) compare the encoding values; 4) if the encode values are matching, put the two direct current paths as symmetry candidate; and 5) check the signal reaching minimum level and signal reaching maximum level of the direct current paths of the candidate; regard them as symmetry pair if matching occurs. The second constraint can be checked out if any two direct current paths have identical the signal reaching minimum level and signal reaching maximum level. The third constraint can be checked out using the sorting based on the signal reaching minimum level and signal reaching maximum level. The fourth constraints can be checked out if any two blocks of a circuit have the identical signal reaching minimum levels and signal reaching maximum levels.
The terminal placement constraints include the side constraint, the top to down sequence for left side and right side terminals, and the left to right sequence for top side and bottom side terminals. For the side constraints, in principle, the input terminals are presented with left side constraint, the output terminals are presented with right side constraints, the positive power supply terminals are presented with the top side constraints, and the ground terminals and the negative terminals are presented with the bottom side constraints.

5.2 Constraint generation for circuit design and optimization

Constraints for circuit design and optimization can merge optimization parameters, reduce the exploration space, and speed up the optimization for sizing procedure, so it is very important to generate such constraints no matter how the sizing step is implemented in hand or in automation.

Structure constraints for transistor pairs can be set up for differential pairs, level shifter, complementary pairs, current mirrors, matched direct current path, and matched blocks in future, so the first step for structural constraint generation is to execute the low level structure feature base matching exploration and high level structure feature based matching exploration, which is described before, then set up such structure constraints for those device pairs with the following considerations.

For good mismatch properties and an area efficient layout, the channel lengths and the finger channel widths of the two transistors must be the same respectively. The ratio of the two transistor finger numbers must be equal to the ratio of the currents, although the ratio is 1 for differential pairs and current mirrors, and 1 or other integer values for others.

\[ L_{M1} = L_{M2}, \quad F_{W_{M1}} = F_{W_{M2}}, \quad \text{and} \quad I_1 / I_2 = F_{M_{M1}} / F_{M_{M2}} \]

The smaller the area of a transistor, the higher is its mismatch sensitivity. Therefore the transistor channel width and length must not fall below a minimum value \( W_{\text{min}} \) and \( L_{\text{min}} \) for differential pairs, level shifter, complementary pairs, current mirrors, and current sources:

\[ F_{W_i} \cdot F_{M_i} \geq W_{\text{min}} \quad \text{and} \quad L_i \geq L_{\text{min}}, \quad i \in \{M1, M2, \ldots\} \]

Both transistors operate as voltage-controlled current sources (vccs) and thus they must be in saturation for current mirrors and current sources:

\[ 0 < V_{DSi} < V_{GSi} - V_I, \quad i \in \{M1, M2, \ldots\} \]

For a low VT-mismatch sensitivity, the effective gate voltage must not fall below a minimum value \( V_{G\text{min}} \) for current mirrors and current sources:

\[ 0 < V_{G\text{min}} < V_{GSi} - V_T, \quad i \in \{M1, M2, \ldots\} \]

For a low \( \lambda \) sensitivity the difference of the drain source voltages must not exceed a maximum value \( V_{DS\text{max}} \) for current mirrors and current sources:

\[ |V_{DS_{M1}} - V_{DS_{M2}}| < V_{DS\text{max}} \]

5.3 Constraint generation for layout design and optimization

Constraints for layout design and optimization include the symmetry constraints for devices, direct current path branches, direct current paths, blocks and upper level circuits,
the matching constraints for group of devices, the neighboring constraints, the protection constraints, the signal path and sequence constraints for direct current paths, and the direct current path and power reaching sequence constraints for group of devices.

The symmetry constraints can be used for minimizing the mismatch by mirroring placement of devices, direct current path branches, direct current paths, blocks, or upper level circuits, and mirroring the wiring of interconnections to reduce the mismatch on devices and the mismatch on wires, in further to reduce mismatch on direct current path branches, direct current paths, blocks and upper level circuits during layout design and optimization, and such constraints can be gotten with encoding based symmetry direction.

The matching constraints can be used for minimizing the mismatch on devices, direct current path branches, direct current paths, and upper level circuits by optimal placement of matching mode and dummy insertion to reduce the mismatch due to parasitic and process variations, such constraints can be gotten from structural feature based recognition for devices, encoding based match recognition for direct path branches, direct current paths, blocks, and upper level circuits.

The neighboring constraints can be used for minimizing the interconnection parasitic and interconnection interference.

The protection constraints can be used for preventing the critical devices or critical device groups interfered electrically by others, such constraints can be gotten from the previous signal path tracing and matching device exploration method.

The signal path and sequence constraints for direct current paths can be used for minimizing the interconnection parasitic on signal path to ensure the circuit frequency performance while layout design and optimization, and such constraints can be gotten from the signal path tracing method.

The direct current path and power reaching sequence constraints for group of devices can be used for minimizing the interconnection parasitic on direct current path so as to reduce the dc operation point variation due to parasitic on such path and ensure the DC performance while layout design and optimization, and such constraints can be gotten from the direct current path tracing method.

6. Analog schematic generation

6.1 Symbol generation based on functionality

Generating the cell/block symbol based on its functionality includes the following sub-operations: determining the symbol pattern from a symbol shape template based on the functionality of the cell/block; determining the port terminal pattern for each port terminal symbol based on its port type; determining the side location for each port terminal symbol based on its port type; determining the sequence of the ports on each side based on the port terminal attribute; and determining the exact location for each port terminal pattern.

6.2 Symbol placement based on functionality

Determining the placement of the symbols of the devices, the ports, and the cells/blocks includes the following sub-operations: determining the placement of device symbols for the devices in the DC path; binding the placement of device symbols for the devices in the DC path as virtual block; determining the placement of the virtual blocks for the DC paths; tuning the placement for the device symbols; and placing the port terminal symbols.
In the operation of determining the placement of device symbols for the devices in the DC path, the symbols in a direct current path must be placed from up to down associated with the current flow direction (POWER to GROUND), which is identified with the direct current path analysis, the associated dummy devices and protection devices are also placed closing to the corresponded device symbols, and also symmetry requirement in a DC path is followed in this operation.

In the operation of binding the placement of device symbols for the devices in the DC path as virtual block, a DC path (including the associated dummy devices and protection devices) is regarded as a virtual block, and a rectangle is used as its symbol.

In the operation of determining the placement of the virtual blocks for the DC paths, the virtual block symbol placement is based on the signal reaching level which is determined by signal reaching level analysis step, and the virtual block is placed with signal reaching level incremental order from left to right. DC path symmetry requirements are also followed by specifying the symmetry axis and put make the virtual blocks of the symmetry pair mirrored with it to each other.

In the operation of tuning the placement for the device symbols, fine tuning includes: tuning the powered devices on the same top horizontal grid line; tuning the grounded devices on the same bottom horizontal grid line; tuning the MOSCAP devices direction for bridging source net and POWER/GROUND net; tuning the matching device symbols from the current mirror/source pair to make all the associated gate terminals on the same horizontal grid line; mirroring the diode-connected device symbol of current mirror/source; and tuning the rotation status and location of the symbol for the devices(no DC current) bridging between DC paths for shortest wiring length.

The block symbols in a cell are placed with the signal path folding minimized and the total wiring length minimized, and also parallel stages must be followed.

In the operation of placing the port terminal symbols, the port terminal placement is executed as: determining the side location for each port terminals based on the port type with IN on left side, OUT on right side, VCC on top side, and GND and VSS on down side; determining the port order(top to down on left and right sides, left to right for top and down sides for each side); binding the differential nets and bus nets in neighboring sequence; and tuning the exact location for wiring length minimized.

### 6.3 Wiring based on functionality

In the operation of wiring for schematic, the wiring includes the special wiring, wiring in a direct current path, wiring between neighboring direct current paths, wiring among multiple direct current paths, and wiring among cell instances and blocks.

Special wirings include the wiring for the net among differential devices and tail current devices, the wiring for differential net pair, the wiring for MOSCAP devices, the wiring for cross link between two DC paths, the wiring for dummy devices, the wiring for the protection devices, the wiring for the bridging devices, and the wiring for POWER and GROUND nets.

Wiring in a DC path includes the major vertical wiring with high weight and the minimum horizontal wiring with low weight as transition only.

Wiring between the neighboring DC paths includes the major horizontal wiring with high weight and the minimum vertical wiring with low weight for transition only.
Wiring among DC paths is similar with the wiring between neighboring DC paths, the most difference is that the wiring needs to take the wiring overlapping the device symbol and other wiring cross-points into account. For this reason, a line exploration algorithm can be used with device symbol and other wiring cross-points handled as the obstacles with safety halos. Wiring among cell / block instances is similar with the wiring among DC paths, the most difference is that both horizontal and vertical wiring have the same possible occurrence, so they have the same weights in the cost of wiring.

6.4 Constraint identification
After the placement and the wiring processes, the identification on the schematic is necessary to make the circuit engineer and the layout engineer have a good insight on the design for circuit optimization, floorplanning and layout optimization. The identification includes the identification of the symmetry requirements in a DC path, the identification of the device matching requirements among DC paths, the identification of the symmetry requirements between DC paths, the identification of the dummy devices, the identification of the protection devices and the associated protected devices, the identification of the MOSCAP devices, the identification of the critical signal nets, and the identification of the net current and net wiring width. All the identification contents are generated by structural feature based circuit functionality analysis and partitioning engine.

7. Analog-aware schematic synthesis with companion circuits
The professional designers have a very good thumb of rules on drawing analog circuit schematic, and it is necessary to follow such rules to make circuit schematic more analog-aware while drawing the new analog circuits, especially in the case of analog schematic synthesis, such a very good thumb of rules can be dug out from the companion circuits, which were drawn before by the professional designers in hand. Also, such analog-aware schematic synthesis with companion circuits is very useful to analog migration between different technologies, which is very common in analog design due to the integrated-circuit technology progress. Analog-aware schematic synthesis with companion circuits accepts the new circuit netlist, and the companion circuit schematic, mainly goes through such three steps: rule extraction from companion circuit schematic, rule extraction for new circuit, and rule application for new circuit schematic synthesis, and output the new circuit schematic in last, as shown in (a) of Fig. 55.

7.1 Rule extraction from companion circuit schematic
Rule extraction from companion circuits accepts the companion circuit schematic, mainly goes through the five steps: pre-processing, tracing direct current paths, tracing signal flow paths, exploring structural features, and exploring schematic rules from companion circuit schematic, and outputs the schematic rules for companion circuits, as shown in (b) of Fig. 55. To leverage the schematic rules for new circuit as possible, rule extraction from companion circuits should cover group device level, direct current path level, block level, and more high level.
Fig. 55. Analog-aware schematic synthesis with companion circuits
7.2 Rule extraction for new circuit

Rule extraction from new circuits accepts the schematic rules from companion circuits and new circuit netlist, mainly goes through the five steps: pre-processing, tracing direct current paths, tracing signal flow paths, exploring structural features, and exploring schematic rules from structural feature analogy, and outputs the schematic rules for new circuits, as shown in (c) of Fig 55.

Most of the steps are same as previous descriptions except exploring schematic rules from structural feature analogy. Exploring schematic rules from structural feature analogy can be done on device level, direct current path branch level, direct current path level, block level and more high level, and in procedure the exploration should be started from low level structural feature comparison to high level structure feature comparison.

If a group of devices in new circuit has the same structural feature as a group of devices in companion circuits, the schematic rules for the group of devices in companion circuits will be copied for the group of devices in the new circuit.

If a direct current path in new circuit has the same structural feature as a direct current path in companion circuits, the schematic rules for the direct current path in companion circuits will be copied for direct current path in the new circuit.

If a block in new circuit has the same structural feature as a block in companion circuits, the schematic rules for the block in companion circuits will be copied for block in the new circuit.

If a new circuit has the same structural feature as a companion circuit, the schematic rules for the companion circuit will be copied for the new circuit.

7.3 Rule application for new circuit schematic synthesis

Rule application for new circuit schematic synthesis accepts the net circuit netlist and the schematic rules for new circuit, mainly goes through the five steps: constraint generation, merge constraints with schematic rules, symbol generation, symbol placement, and interconnection wiring, and outputs the schematic for new circuits, as shown in (d) of Fig 55.

Symbol generation includes the shape of symbols and the side location and side sequence for each terminal pin-out, which should refer that of companion circuits if the identical structural feature is found from the companion circuits, so the program needs to make a comparison for checking out the functional matching relations for circuits and the corresponding relation for terminal-to-terminal between new circuit and companion circuit.

The symbol placement includes the relative position, mirroring, rotating, symmetry, and alignment rules, which should refer that of companion circuits if the identical structural feature is found from the companion circuits, so the program needs to make a comparison for checking out the functional matching relations for circuits and the corresponding relation for device-to-device and block-to-block between new circuit and companion circuit.

The interconnection wiring includes the net self-symmetry, the net pair symmetry, and quasi-bus wiring, which should refer that of companion circuits if the identical structural feature is found from the companion circuits, so the program needs to make a comparison for checking out the functional matching relations for circuits and the corresponding relation for net-to-net between new circuit and companion circuit.

8. Experiments

We test the analog circuit schematic synthesis method with a flattened DAC circuit. After the functionality analysis and partitioning, new hierarchy is re-constructed; the constraints
for schematic generation, circuit and layout optimization are generated; and also the schematics are generated from the new hierarchy design, port types, and constraints. Part of the hierarchical design schematic is shown as in Fig. 56 – Fig. 59; the analog structural features can be got from the schematics intuitively.

The top circuit schematic is shown in Fig. 56, the top circuit is a digit-to-analog converter circuit, which consists of two op-amp circuits, one band-gap circuit, one bias circuit, and one DAC-core circuit. In this schematic, good layout symbols are generated, especially for op-amp, and the symbol placement follows the signal flow clearly, which gives an intuitive requirement on future floor-planning.

The DC-core circuit schematic is shown in Fig. 56, where the devices in a DC path are placed from top to down; all the DC paths are aligned; T-ladder circuit can be captured intuitively; the power down circuit (two inverters) are shown clearly; and mos-cap devices can be got from the power line directly. All those give a better feeling for the requirements of device placement in layout stage.

The op-amp circuit schematic is shown as Fig. 58, where the symmetry for differential pair devices, load devices, and tail current devices (self-symmetry) is reflected correctly; DC paths are also shown clearly and DC paths are placed with signal flow followed. All those give a better feeling for the requirements on symmetry, dc connection wiring minimization, signal wiring minimization, and necessary protections of the op-amp circuit in layout stage.

The band-gap circuit schematic is shown in Fig. 59, where the devices in a DC path are placed from top to down; the quasi-symmetry between two band-gap branches is followed; the power-down control logic circuits (two inverters) can be got from the schematic clearly; and the power-connected mos-cap devices and the ground-connected mos-cap devices can be got from the power line and ground line directly.

For clearness on circuit schematic, part of the constraints is not displayed, and due to the page number limitation, the non-analog-aware circuit schematic generation results from NLview and Cadence for this test case is not presented here, no any analog functionality are reflected there correctly.

Fig. 56. Schematic of DAC
Fig. 57. Schematic of OPAMP

Fig. 58. Schematic of DAC-core
9. Summary

Functionality analysis and partitioning technique can determine the functionality of analog design accurately and partition it into functionality-based hierarchy; further template based constraint generation can produce the constraints for schematic synthesis, circuit sizing, floor-planning, and layout optimization. With leverage of them, a novel analog schematic synthesis flow can produce analog-aware circuit schematics with functionality and structural features highlighted, also analog constraints are identified on schematic for circuit sizing, floor-planning, and layout optimization, which can be work as one of the base of analog synthesis to bridge topology synthesis and synthesis of circuit, floor-planning, and layout.
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